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Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details:

Your 12 Houses Analysis & Predictions.
· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic
strength of your horoscope.
Mars the lord is in 5th house.
This gives a good fun loving nature and also passion
in the mind.
This is ruled by the sign Scorpio (vrishchika rashi),
the 8th sign with same number as Saturn and power
of mars. As this sign is ruled by mars, the sign of
Scorpio so one has to control and avoid being
stubborn in behavior, one has to follow the ethics
and also avoid the working kind of activities as the
8th sign is there. That’s the sign of Scorpio or mars.
You could also be action oriented and due to mars
also a plant for state you could do well in
police/military and leadership roles as such.
As mars is weak, you will win over enemies
As mars is weak so one has to do the right action to
mitigate the effects.
That is like hanuman chalisa.
One needs to control anger as well.

As Lagn’s Lord is in Putr Bhava or 5th house, the you
could be have fair progeny happiness,
First child need scare as mars is weak, be honorable
as it is a trikona house- but need proper action,
avoid being angry.
As Venus is exalted a shares energy here- so
pacification of mars is needed to ensure sukha or
happiness from wife is there.
Moon is in Aries and mars are weak and the 9th lord
is moon and is in 6th.
Sun is a bit weak so self esteem is affected- so one
has to do Yoga and pranayama for building self
esteem.
So one has to be positive and avoid getting into
conflicts.
. There could be some inclinations towards
spirituality
. One has to take care that one does not devote
much time in pleasure seeking
. You could fight a mental battle while doing away
with material tendencies .
· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
family life, speech, thinking patters and
accumulation of wealth, success in investments,
income source and general level of affluence.

As Dhan’s Lord or 2nd house lord is in Bandhu Bhava
4th house, this is good for wealth.jupiter is karaka for
wealth and is in 4th house or Kendra.
This house or bhava of yours is ruled by Sagittarius
sign(dhanu rashi).As Jupiter or Guru is strong so
being karaka for children and also 2nd house lord one
could get gains from kids of children.Your children
would have great status and have good money. You
may be able to speak sweetly. You will learn a lot
and gain by the combining your intelligence and also
knowledge for maximum success.

Jupiter here promises fair wealth in lands/family and
success in investments.. It would give fair status in
life.

Gains from lands is there. God enough vehicle or car
would be there.
Jupiter also has an aspect form benefic Saturn to the
same. So gains from lands and property is indicated.
. A fair chance for domestic happiness is there
. You could be fairly truthful
. You need to avoid hitting the people below the belt
· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:

· This house basically covers matters related to your
initiative, courage, competition, communications
ability, siblings, friends and other associates.
The person is outwardly brave as 3rd house is for
bravery and rahu here makes the person externally
brave. May get criticism from people due to the
views of the person.

This house or bhava is ruled by Capricorn that in
turn has the energy of Saturn the planet of
downtrodden people. So you may be a champion of
rights of low order people as Saturn represents the
same. You may want to help others, as this house is
for younger brothers as well- so he may not speak
sweetly.
Saturn is weak in Leo on the house of karma with
rahu there in the 3rd house.
Mars is weak in 5th.
So one has to take well thought actions and plus
keep good company of people.
One may do one’s own business- but action and
disciplined effort is much needed for results.
As Sahaj’s Lord or 3rd house is in Karma Bhava or
10th house, the there could be have all lands of
happiness and self-made wealth to some extent is
there and be careful a but the females you connect
to.

. Obstinacy or mulling nature should be avoided at
any cost
. You will have to make extra effort to keep love
between your brothers and sisters
· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
parents, domestic harmony and the level of
happiness in life.
The lord of domestic harmony is a bit weak in the
house of action and is Saturn. So ego issues and
problems in family life is there. Land issues may also
come up.
As Saturn is weak, you may not gain from mother
and or friends, also you may oppose the state or the
people as 4th bhava is for society as well in certain
sense.
Jupiter in 4th house makes the person philosophically
inclined. Also the person is learned as 4th house rules
the mind. Respected and fortunate. As Jupiter rules
dharma- gives fair dharma inclinations. Balanced
peace for domestic environment. Also good for
spiritual life.
There is a good blessing of Jupiter so mostly
protection is there for you. Good blessings from
parents and guru preceptors is there for you here.
As Bandhu’s Lord is in Karma Bhava or 10th house so
is raja yoga karaka , so you could be enjoy royal

honors though with some delays due to Saturn but
sure, be an alchemist, be extremely happy, and
enjoy life as well.
. The mother might be long lived
. But there is a possibility of want of understanding
between themselves and their mother
. You could be very excitable and irritable
. Landed property might be difficult for you to get
easily
. You could have a number of friends- but they may
not be of very much use to you due to may be your
own selfishness.
. Avoid using your friends in any form.
· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
children, status and creative powers.
Sign Pisces rules this house so gives energy for basic
spirituality and sensitivity as well.
The lord of this fifth bhava or house is Jupiter or
guru, as it is strong it could give good knowledge,
gains & happiness from children and also vaani that
is speech or singing as venus is also a karaka for this
house or bhava. Good for family life.
Mars in fifth house a malefic here could affect the
thinking process. One has to stay peaceful with

Yoga. One has to stay positive and avoid any kind of
negative thoughts. Children need proper grooming
for success.
Colon health has to be maintained. Sexual pleasures
have to be tempered or one has to be discreet about
the same. Child birth need care.
If Venus is in 5th house. The persons thinking could
be poetic and the person may have many friends. As
Venus is a planet of beauty gives beauty to kids.
There is happiness through the kids and one acquires
good wealth as Venus the planet of comfort and
luxury is in the trikona house. There could be more
of female kids . Success in stocks and lotteries is
possible.
Mitigate many negative effects on the 5th house.
It is in Kendra and is Jupiter plus a strong Venus is
there. So love for luxuries and women could be
strong that has to be controlled.
Would do well in surgery( Venus + Jupiter
(blessings)and Saturn(cutting) and mars energy for
operations ).
But would do well in things needing intellect(Jupiter)
plus creativity. So anything to do with teaching,
creative writing or hospitality industry as indicated in
other report would suit him.
. Avoid meanness in general
. Some trouble with having children is possible

. You would be fairly lucky in your life
· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and
service to others.
This house is ruled by mars or Mangal that is an
aggressive planet and is for Aries the rashi or the
sign.
As moon is in 6th house, may cause ill health in
childhood. Fair success in subordinate positions.
Health needs proper care and one has to avoid
enmity with people. Stomach needs care and so does
sexual conduct. Lungs need proper care.
Mars is weak in 5th, so having kids could be a
problems unless mars is pacified . Mind has to be
kept free from enmity.
Stomach needs care.
Either lack of action or excess of action could
become an atmakarka for him.
As Ari’s Lord or 6th house lord is in Putr Bhava 5th
house, the you could be have finances that could
change as 11th house has an aspect due to indiscreet
acts. You may also incur enmity with sons and
friends due to haste or anger- that you need to
control.

Saturn the lord is weak but in Kendra so some
protection for health.
One has to be careful with boils and other pita
disorders.
. Less chance of your getting into debts
. Disease is also a less chance
. Old age may be the time when you could get
affected- disease with genital organs,
Bladder, piles or diabetes are possible.
· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
marriage, partnerships and all other relationships.
As the lord of this house is vrishabha or Taurus ruled
by venus and seventh house or bhava is the bhava
for sex and sense pleasures
With sun in 7th as sun is a glowing planet it makes
the person glowing in nature. The person may have
lesser friends and may have issues in adjusting to
people as sun is a malefic and lord of ego in the 7th
house which is sort of controlled by Libra ruled by
Venus.
Marriage may be delayed due to presence of sun
here. The person could be fond of travelling and
morals need proper care. The person may like
foreign things. The life partner also needs to follow
and ethical conduct. There is a slight risk of disgrace

through woman so one needs to take care. As sun
aspect the 1st house and is a malefic so displeasure
form the government is also possible. Body house 1
aspect so issues with body to come up in sun period.
When mercury is in the 7th house. It gives virtue and
geniality as it is friend of Libra the care taker of 7th
house and also aspects the lagna. As Libra stands for
law and mercury here the planet of intelligence may
earn good knowledge of law. Or one is god at
judgements.Good in business and trade matters. The
person has god writing ability and may get success
early due to the same. There could also be an early
marriage to a rich person. The person could develop
god mathematical skills as well. The inclination to
religion and devotion would be there. The person
could do well I diplomacy, but strength of mercury
ahs to be there else the person could become
cunning and more deceit oriented. Mercury a young
planet gives good looks generally.
AS the lord of 7th is Venus and is in 5th, and also
moon is there- your wife could be very beautiful.
There is a high chance of love marriage, with some
opposition from parents.
Take proper care of your wife’s health ad possible
accidents or surgeries.
Partnerships in general would work great.
Wife could bring in good energies and generally
inclined to dharma.

. You would in general marry well.
. You would use more of your choice
· EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned
wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property
and luck.
Mercury is combust and weak in 7th.
As this lord of eighth bhava is mercury or budha,
ruled by the sign Gemini(mithuna rashi), if it is weak
then in youth longevity needs care and also one may
soon travel a lot and also after being born till teens.
So one should do maha mrityunjay japam daily.
So you have guard on sudden losses of wealth.
Invest with care.
There is a slightly possibility of downfall in business
in mercury period.
As Saturn is fair in 10th with energy form guru in the
4th, all is well. But maha mrityunjay japam is much
needed pus helping poor students in studies is a
must.
. General chance are that you may live long.
. You would be able to tide your misfortunes more
easily

· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion
& spirituality and level of morality.
As ketu is in 9th bhava and ketu functions like mars
plus aspects the 1st house- so the person could be
short tempered. The person may get upset over
trifles. He would be eloquent but may like pomp and
show. There could be a bit of haughty nature and
arrogance. The person has to take control of the
behavior. Could be frugal as well. The life partner
and kids are generally good.
as the cancer sign or karkat rashi rules this bhava
of ninth for you and as moon is strong, it give you
good karma of the past life and could give you gains
from the state or the government. Your wife may
have many younger sisters.
You should follow an ethical conduct especially in
moon period.
Travel for studies could be there that time.
Moon is a bit weak in 6th in Aries and Jupiter is fair in
Kendra- so average or below interest in dharma. It
could grow later in life.
Take care of not taking on to enmity with people.
. You could inherit some paternal property
. yet you may not be able to derive full benefit from
the same

· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your
authority and name.
Saturn is in the 10th house. As the tenth house has a
partial ruler ship of Saturn. Saturn here makes the
person rich. The person may work for the
downtrodden people. The person could visits sacred
rivers and shrines. The career may have sudden
elevation and depression.
As sun is strong or surya is strong. Lord of this
house id Leo or sun, one may take good initiative or
big work. Generally the father is affluent as sun
signifies your father. Generally success in work and
good image is there. You may work for big projects.
Sun though weak in Venus sign, is in Kendra, and so
could take you to a leadership career in life.
You would do well in leadership in something
creative, helping the people .
Sun is in Kendra and aspects your 1st gives you fair
fame in life.
Fair growth in career is there.
You have to avoid rash or indiscreet actions in life.
Also be careful with money.
. You would do well in serving people

. You may think you are very orthodox- but you may
not be in reality
. You would work hard to achieve your ends
. You may also face litigation at times

· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
gains and inflows from various sources.
The lord of gains is weak in 7th, so gains form
father(sun) and also gains from wife and gain with
leadership qualities would be there for sure.
As the lord of this eleventh house is mercury( Virgo
sign or kanya rashi) and is strong so you may have
many elder sisters.
Jupiter the karaka is fair so it would give you fair
gains.
As Labh’s Lord or 11th house lord is in Yuvati Bhava
r the 7th house, the you could be having fair gain
through his wife’s relatives, be sensuous as money
and gain connection is there and also may follow
your spouse’s way of living.
. You could earn well
. You would get favors in business ventures

.
· TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA].
· This house basically covers matters related to
sexual desires & their fulfillment, losses, expenses,
travel to other countries and events beyond your
control.
This twelfth bhava is ruled by Libra sign or tula
rashi, venus is the planet of enjoyment so one has to
enjoy in limits.
Great gains from foreign travels is there.
One has to keep mind away from sex or too much of
sex.
Luxury and comfort would be there in life ion
general.
Issues or conflicts with children.
You may also visit shrines and also turn to
spirituality later in life.
. You may spend money more for benefit of others
. But at the same time you may not be highly
charitable
. You could be very utilitarian in your views
.
COMING MAJOR PLANETARY PERIODS(4
periods are discussed )






Moon period till 2027 June
Mars period till 2034 June
rahu period till 2052 june
Jupiter period till 2068 oct

 Moon period till 2027 June









Moon rules the 9th house and is in 6th.
So over all as the dispositer mars are weak- one
has to take care of anger or not doing the right
actions. That is not staying focused etc.
The grace of GOD is always there due to lordship
of the 9th bhava.
He may travel to foreign lands for studies in this
time.
Mental health needs some care.
Mars gets god Venus energy and blessings from
Jupiter as well. So making the right effort now
could give him good education. But may be
away from home.
2020 need proper care mental health and people
he connects to . Health needs care.
2019 hanuman chalisa is needed to be chanted
as mind need pacification- he will have a lot of
energy direct it well.
2018 would be fair.take care of common cold.
Good time to start Yoga & Vedic maths.
2021-23 he will do well in studies and be fairly
disciplined.
2024 drive carefully
2026 27 golden period in this period

. CAREER:
. Expect more of fun and traveling this time
. You could experience lot of changes during this
time.
. This should not cause you worry at this time
. You may form lot of dreams about your career at
this time
. Generally good for education
. FINANCE:
. This period finances could be changing more than
usual
. Ensure you spend well
. Money flow needs special tabs
. Avoid lending money others up to this period.
. HEALTH:
. There is a fair possibility of falling ill.
. Avoid common cold
. Ailments to do with cold(Kapha) are possible as
moon rules the lungs .
. So do regular Yoga exercises to maintain health

 Mars period

till 2034 June

 Mars is old and rules 6 house is in 5th.Mars rules
ascendant. So mind has to be kept positive and
active. No lethargy has to come in. If getting
married in this time check the girl’s horoscope
with blessings for a child. He may travel for
studies this time as well.
 Job needs proper care and mind has to be
pacified in relationships and jobs.
 2027 could be a bit had the latter part.
 Going out of country is a high chance in 2028.
 Golden periods of this period 2029/2030
 2031/32 health needs care and proper drivingvery important and maha mrityunjay japam
needed.
 2033-34 is a platinum period for him he will get
all what is needed in life.
. CAREER:
. You would feel less motivated to work or your
career.
.do sports to create more zeal
. Develop more courage to execute your plans with
confidence.
. Avoid quarrels in this time
.

. FINANCE:
. Growth in financial condition will be OK, but avoid
debts
. You could expect fair money getting generated
. Otherwise you may face some losses and money
due to the 6th house- avoids debts.
. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
. Many new friendly relationships may start due to
passion and energy- try to be loyal to your partner
. Try to create more zest in married life and avoid
lust
. try to be forgiving
. CHILDREN:
. You have to be careful about them
. They may respond well physically and mentally to
situations
. HEALTH:
. Make prone to Blood related disorders- like boils
and blood pressure
. Avoid being Short tempered at this time- this is
very important
. Required the hygienic food and water.

 rahu period till 2052 june
 Rahu is on fair depositors Saturn. He would start
something on his own innovation now. He would
do fairly well with large set of people. He has to
avoid hasty steps now.
 He would grow well enough in his ventures.
 2037-41 would be good periods when he will
grow earn more money and be happy with his
hard work.
 He would do something which is very unique and
different.
 2042/43/44 he needs to avoids issues with
property and also thinks and acts and drive
carefully.
 2046 mid to 2049 is golden period he will have
all
 2050 he may travel to foreign lands for sure.
 2051/52 – he might have issues with his kids
and he should keep calm.
. CAREER:
. Well planned effort will give gains in terms of
money at this time
.suddenness and innovations the key
. You could expect that an organized effort would
yield better dividends
.

There is a lot of travel

. Let not any kind of lethargy creeping into work
. Your boldness at work would pay off.
. FINANCE:
.

There could be increase in income

.

Rahu could cause some blockages in money flow
as well at times

. Earlier savings and investments will be fruitful for
you.
. There could be sudden gains and losses – but
generally gains
. You should secure yourself from any legal issues I
2046.
. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
. There could issues in the love front
. Develop more trust
. Recognition will improve your social value.
. Work hard
. CHILDREN:
. Good time for kids
. Rahu means take care of kids health

. The key is to maintain a good psychological bent of
mind.
. HEALTH:
. Mind has to be kept strong a positive now
. Arms would have issues and also sexual organs.
.
. Take care about food and traveling in entire
period.
. Do Yoga for health
 Jupiter period till 2068 oct
 Jupiter period could be great for him. As he has
it ruling 2/5 and is in 4th.He will have grace of
god and name of lord in his lips. He will have
all/wealth and status and all good things of life.
He will develop keen interest in dharma and
religion and lord Shiva that time. He will have
blessings form his kids, from other people lands
and family.
 2052-54 is the best golden period of this time.
 2055/56 would also be good with some
differences in family cropping up for him.
 2057-61 overall health needs care and one has
to drive carefully.
 2060/61/62/63/65 would again be golden period
for him for life and he will have name /fame and
all in his life.
 2065-68 he may be in foreign lands.

· CAREER:
Matters regarding career could expand in this time.
Try to cash on expansion and growth in terms of
circle of influence. Fasting on Thursdays would
directly help careers. Growth possible in matters to
do with teaching/training and religion. Good time to
expand business/new department. Returns could be
good this time in the efforts that you put in.
· FINANCE:
This time money flow could be there Ensure that
partnership breakups don’t cause many problems.
The opportunities would be high- they just need to
be cashed on Investments in doing general good for
people- having this basic though would help. Time
when people would come to know about you- so use
it with caution to advance your finances
Generally good returns. Medicine and surgical
equipment related work could give good returns.
. · LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
· Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationshipthis would help you to avoid discord
. Avoid any differences cropping up due to overwork
. Inclination towards philosophy will give satisfaction
and gladness in your life.

. There could be separations from loved ones due to
work
. Take special care of your spouse’s health
· HEALTH:
Better health.
Improvement in many areas.
More stamina.
Good response to medication.
BONUS for you- remedies that would help you
in Better life.
Very important for him:
Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times and
Vishnu sahstranaam and hanuman chalisa
Wearing Emerald would be of great help.
Wednesdays. Wear it on little finger.
 Helping poor and needy students
 Donating to orphanage as many times as
possible
 Offering fodder to cow( around 2 KG)
 Donating green pulses.
Also
 Vishnu prayer

 Gopal sahstranam

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com
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